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It’s all in
the hinge

Flying Flea enthusiast

The man responsible for the Flying Flea plans

Bernard DOMONT

Rodolphe GRUNBERG, with the "POU VIRUS", is the man responsible for the HM293 plans. He renewed the homebuilt FLYING FLEA movement into the ultralight age
because he is dedicated to the memory of Henri MIGNET (shown with Pierre
MIGNET). See related story on bottom of page 2.

My POUX

By Bernard DOMONT

-April 1945 : I purchase
an HM-14, equipped with
the famous Aubier &
Dunne 18 HP engine. I
never flew it.

Poinsard 25 HP engine and
installed it on the second
HM-14. I made my first
flight on it (it was also my
first flight ever!).

-1953: I built an HM-293
using HM-14 1937 wings
and the Aubier & Dunne
engine. I broke it after a
night landing.

Together with my brother, I built 2 other HM-14s,
partly from pieces built
before WWII.

-Nov. 3rd 1946: I am
summoned by the Doullens Court for take-offs and
landings on unauthorized
fields. I am acquitted.

-August 15th 1962: First
flight of an HM-293
(Poinsard engine) which I
had built over a period of 9
years.

-1950: End of the 1934
HM-14 (crash on a power
line in Cayeux-sur-Mer).

-1977: I am summoned
to appear before the General Director of Civilian
(Continued on page 2)

I installed the Aubier &
Dunne engine on one of
them.
-1946: I purchased a

Welcome to
POU RENEW!
Feel free to
contact us with
questions,
history, or news
related to our
beloved POUs.
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Aviation in Paris, after a police investigation, as I was flying without a
license.
They gave me a first degree license
and a registration (F-WYFG) for my
HM-293.
-November 1st, 1984: First flight of
the HM-381 equipped with a Salmson
9 engine. This aircraft was built over a
period of 5 years and was registered FPZTJ. (Editor’s note: this aircraft now
resides at the HMS Foundation in
Brodhead, Wisconsin.)
-1987: I built and flew a CROSES
POU-PLUME, with HM-360 wings and
Citroen-Visa engine.
-1989: I built and flew a HM-360
KFM engine 30 HP, then Rotax 503
engine.
As I retired in 1983, I could build
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faster. Here are the next Poux I built
and flew:
-1992: HM-380 Ultra-light 2 seater,
Rotax 532 engine.
-1995: HM-14 with HM-360 folding
wings and Visa engine.
-1997: Another HM-14 same characteristics.
-1998: HM-293 with a Rotax 447.
-2000: HM-293 equipped with a
König engine (4 cylinders. 28 HP).
-2000: HM-380 Ultra-light, with a
Jabiru 80 HP (under construction).
Mr. DOMONT will attend the fly-in
at DUNES 2001.
Bernard DOMONT
"La Jasse Mélisse"

47500 CUZORN, FRANCE
Bernard DOMONT is a FLYING FLEA
enthusiast of the first order.
He is well known in France and the
French fly-ins, has helped many enthusiasts and is an enthusiastic and creative builder.
Mr. DOMONT is mentioned in Ken
Ellis and Geoff Jones book HENRI
MIGNET and his FLYING FLEAS on
page 167.
These notes come to us by way of our
friends in France: Andre GAVOOR
AGavoor@aol.com and French Canadian Paul PONTOIS pontois@mail.
atou.qc.ca Paul is the distributor for
North America of the famous Ultralight HM-293 plans redesigned by
Rodolphe GRUNBERG.

By Rodolphe GRUNBERG Part one of a series

In 1938, I was 14 years old. A climate of political and social unrest prevailed over Europe and France. The
Nazi regime was extending its domination over Austria and the Sudetenland. A sketch in a newspaper depicted a chained dog with an odd face, a
funny forelock and a small moustache. The caption read "What will
happen when this enraged dog breaks
his chain?"
After several weeks of a general
strike, French workers were living as if
in a dream: 40 hour working weeks,
and 2 weeks of annual paid vacation.
People were rushing to the seaside! In
Toulouse, aircraft factory workers
were showing about the city, on a trailer, the fuselage of a Dewoitine 520.
This was France’s most modern fighter
of the time, and the workers were
proud to display their capabilities.
1938 was for me the peak of a happy
period. 1937 brought The Paris World
Fair, a really nice event. Not so nice a
few years prior was the economic crisis.
As an example of these hard times,
because of over-production, excess
wheat was dyed with methylene blue to
make it unfit for human consumption.
1938 was a period of respite, the

calm before the storm. We had a small
farmhouse, a few cows, poultry, and of
course, plum trees, plums being one
of the numerous food specialities of
the Agen region. We were not rich, our
lifestyle was actually quite modest,
but during this period we were able to
exchange our oil lamps for electricity.
There came the time when Nazis
and Bolsheviks shared Poland between
them. That did not bring the Poles luck,
and did not bring luck to us either!
I was living happily in my village
near Agen, happy and fascinated by its
dynamism and vitality. At that time,
there were approximately 800 inhabitants, mostly peasants, but also storekeepers and craftspeople. I was
impressed by the knowledge and the
manual skill of the blacksmiths,
mechanics, cartwrights, and carpenters. I left school at the age of fourteen
to earn my living.
The village barber encouraged me
to build aeroplane models. He was a
mediocre barber but a good modeler.
Other kids spoke of building aeroplane models, but I was the only one
who really did it. This was also around
the time that engine powered models
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were gaining in popularity. I read
Gems Suzor’s then-recently published
book "Small Engines" and I was
thrilled. In Bergerac, not far from
Agen, Pierre Éclancher built both an
engine-powered model and its gas
engine with his father’s help.
Most of the engines on the market
were made in America, and their price
was exorbitant. I wanted to build my
own engine and, in so doing, to learn
the skills that were necessary to master such specialized work. I built a
7’10" wing span model. At the time, it
was a huge model! I ultimately
swapped my model for Henri Mignet’s
book "Le Sport de l’Air".
In June 1940, I was employed as a
mechanic in a roadside garage. I witnessed the French soldiers making
their hasty retreat southwards in
brand new Citroen trucks. I felt
ashamed for them. A poor army
unprepared for a modern war!
Editors note: This is part one of a
series. Very interesting material. We
hope you enjoy it. Translated by Paul
PONTOIS. Edited by Chris FRANK.
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Virtual Pou du Ciel
One of the questions being considered on the worldwide Pou
circuit is the possibility of granting a license to pilots of a virtual
PDC.
Good idea. That makes Jean-Pierre LALEVEE think of another
good idea.
Here is a translation of his idea from French to English: I suggest, you become my partners and financial backers for the startup that will offer its services to the new POUDUCIELISTES
VIRTUELS. Here is the principle, firmly stated on the slogan: “If
you can hit a keyboard with your index finger, you can construct
a Pou du Ciel”. This should return our stake and definitely make
us rich.
The principle of this virtual business model is this, in 10 stages:
1. The virtual constructor first writes down many details about
himself while filling out the special form that will permit him to construct a file that we will resell (very expensively)
2. He gets the details of the HM.293 very closely modeled on the
R. Grunberg plans (partner of office to the start-up; the selling
price of the plan is to be defined.)
3. He studies this plan and finds estimates of material suppliers
close to the different suppliers which he will find on the list while
consulting the free Web sites that speak of the Pou.
4. He places an order with each of the suppliers in question, and rule
by map exclusively (secure transmission) the corresponding invoices
that are transmitted to him by e-mail. (We receive 50% of commission
of suppliers for every virtual delivery.)
5. He waits for 5 to 10 days for the pseudo delivery. Stock materials then are not received in his room of a size in which he
booked indispensable to work in.
6. He gets by the imagination tools to saw, to file, to glue and to
Dear Sirs,
Enclosed please find my check for a
subscription to your Flying Flea newsletter.
Your prospectus suggests sharing
related information on this subject to be
possibly published in this newsletter.
Perhaps I shall be able to send a letter of
comment once in a while, but this is
about all. In years past I sent what information I’ve collected to Raymond Buckland for this Pou Review, and now have
almost nothing left. I wish this was otherwise, for I’d like to encourage your
efforts.
I do wish you well and look forward to
your first issue.
Respectfully,
Albert M. Osterman
1644 West 10th St.
Junction City, OR 97448
Enclosed is money for Pou Renew subscription. Thank all of you involved. I
had only just found the old “Renew”
when Buck had to stop; I was heart broken, how would I know what was going
on? Buck has been a big help to me since
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pierce while observing the process of every stage on the specific Pou
sites (reserved paying pages to the registered subscribers), and
while visiting craftsmen who will be very happy to discuss with him
the time needed to craft the Pou.
7. So, the object of dreams of the virtual Pouducieliste takes
shape little by little. About 1,000 to 1,500 hours of connection are
necessary to make good the construction according to the expertise of the constructor.
8. He hangs the non-fuselage to the ceiling, stack nothing-ribs
on the non-existent spars, then absent-wings fixed to the wall,
before connecting the lot thanks to the made non-existent-hinges
of his own index finger (because, let’s recall, we depart from the
principle that the virtual Pouducieliste knows how to only agitate
one finger.)
9. In short, so that he really becomes the owner of a virtual Pou,
we deliver to him for an inclusive amount (to be defined) the
diploma of CONSTRUCTOR POUDUCIELISTE VIRTUAL, that will
be well recognized in all good clubs.
10. To finish, a small virtual design can be viewed at
http://www.jevousaibien.eu.mongiallard.com, and the virtual
pouducieliste is able to fly his own wings in his room and even to the
virtual fly in!!
This is the idea. I wait, therefore, for your serious propositions
of financing. Attention: the first offers will be taken into consideration, but there won’t be some for everybody.
Jean-Pierre LALEVEE
jplalevee@free.fr
Translator’s note: I hope you realize this is a JOKE.

I found out about FFA VSA. I hope to
meet him someday. Also Paul Pontois,
both good men. Keep the ‘Pou Renew’
coming; I would gladly pay more for
more issues if you get enough material.
Again thanks,
Jim Harper
17615 Lohr Lane
Timberville, VA 22853
My experience with Flying Fleas is a
long story, beginning in the late 1980s
when I saw the HM14 in a book.
In 1992 I bought the plans from Falconar for the HM-380 (a two-seater, so I
could get training), but there was no
information on “real” Flying Fleas on the
continent, so it was impossible to get an
instructor.
The project was put on hold until I
read “Henry Mignet and his Flying Fleas”.
This really gave me the love for Fleas. I
admire this man.
I was very lucky to get in touch with two
friendly pilots in the U.S. with Flea experience, one with a HM 293 with many hours
(Phil HOWELL) and another with an
HM360 in Florida (Jack McWHORTER).
They sent me encouraging letters and
photo, but I was still unsure, so I contin3

ued flying my trike. I also began to build a
“normal” 3 axis ultralight (a 1932 Ramsey
Bathtub 2 seater). This is almost finished,
just needs covering and I am building the
reduction for the 1835cc VW engine.
I found POUCHEL (ladder POU) on the
internet from France, which convinced me
to begin building in mid-1999. FANTASTIC. I got everything needed to build my
POUCHEL for less than $1,000.00 (US$),
including the ladders, propeller, instruments, covering, and a 1/2 VW engine we
had build 2 years before.
Hope to have my POUCHEL flying by
December/January (if it’s not too cold!).
I am thinking about converting a Corvair
engine for the 380 next year, and will continue building. Hope to go to Oshkosh and
Sun & Fun (hopefully sometime soon!)
Saludos,
Gary GOWER
Apartado #5-96 Chapalita
Zapopan Jalisco
45040 Mexico
hm380mex@yahoo.com
Editors note: Gary is helping write the
ultralight regulations for MEXICO.
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Swiss POU
family growing

Dear Pouderiulist:,
I send you pictures from Ruedi and Paul
Steines Aden: SCHULSTRASSE 27, CH6440 BRUNNEN, who are building the
CRIQUET-L. They spent up to 1,200 hours
in seven and one-half years. The plan
number is 195 and approximately 80 are
already flying (mostly in France, of
course).
A new butterfly is also under construction bought from Mr. Guy Francois, Belgium. The old wings (18 years old) have
received a new Dacron fabric covered in
Alu-paint. The fuselage will be reinforced
(like a echélle (French)). The engine will
be in front (a four cycle Briggs and Stratton, 650 un3, 24 hp).
The Pou family is now growing in
Switzerland, a new generation that loves
to work again in wood as they discover the
philosophy and technical advantage
which has been realized by their Mignet.
Lots of flying and a good take off with
your POU RENEW.
Johannes Locher-Zysset
Sonnenbühlstrasse 4
3653 Oberhofen
Switzerland
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Model building, aviation
books, videos & more

Model by George Benson of Mill Valley , CA. Powered by a
compressed air motor.

Don Campbell displays the 10 minute POU.

PEANUTS & PISTACHIOS International, Vol. 2
Brief articles on Pistachio philosophy, adjusting Peanuts
for flight, and photographing your own models. Included are
plans for a Pistachio Bebe Jodel and Waterman racer. 3-view
drawings include a 1928 Mignet Avionette, 1911 Caudron,
1936 Mauboussin, and a miniMAX ultralight, plus numerous
photos. Softbound, 18 fun pages. $7.95
MODELS & MODELERS International, Vol. 2
Similar format to Volume 1, with the following plans: Parnall Pixie II, Avro 560, Miles M.18, and Wenk Weltensegler bird
glider. 3-views are: Martinsyde Semiquaver, Dornier Libelle,
Parnall Pixie II, Avro 560, Velie Monocoupe, Curtiss-Wright
Kingbird, Ireland Privateer, Curtiss-Courtney, Mignet “Flying
Flea,” Crosby CR-4 racer, and Miles M.18 Mk.II. Articles
include: “Warren Shipp Remembered,” and the “Frank Courtney Story”. Softbound, 75 photographs. 26 pages. $10.95
Howdy, POU RENEW,
Good to learn you plan to keep POU afloat, and enclosed is
a model photo to help you get the ball rolling.
Here is a close up of the finished product. Plans are on page 6.

Dear Sirs,
Please renew my subscription to the POU newsletter. I’m very interested in the possibilities for development of such a compact aircraft. I have a
(metal) aircraft repair shop here in the northeast and also manufacture
corrugated skin for repair shops throughout the U.S. and Canada.
Sincerely,
Karl R. Anderson
16882 Bradley Rd., Bow, WA 98232-9721
5

We publish small booklets that have from time-to-time
featured POU model photos and Mignet drawings. Some of
our contributors are dedicated POU enthusiasts.
Best wishes for the success of your venture.
Cordially,
Bill and Joan Hannan
For more information write: Hannan’s Runway, PO Box
210, Magalia, CA 95954-0210
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It all
hinges here

Strut attachment to main spar with
hinge lock.

Hinge pin “in place” locking folding
wing.

Main spar hinge and pin locking feature.
Dear Don,
Enjoyed issue number one. You are
doing a great job. Marvin and I will
Main spar center section strut attach- get some pictures to you in coming
ment.
months. The winter months have
brought our flying to a halt but we’ll
be back at the airport by April!
From the photos one can see that
the builder needs a small workshop,
well equipped, to make all these fittings. Most needed to be made several times using special fixtures to
assure an accurate fit at final assembly.
Stan Grapp
4916 4th Ave. S
Minneapolis, MN 55409-2638
Rear spar hinge.

Dear Folks,
Thanks for taking on publishing of
POU RENEW. Some exciting things
are going on around Belton, South
Carolina: Roger Mann is about to
flight test his third prototype of the
Flying Flea that he’s developing.
You are offering a good deal here, so
I might as well include a check for the
POU RENEW. The POU is an interesting ship also and Roger is well known
for his accomplishments.

Again, I must thank Don Campbell
for making me aware of your opportunity.
Sincerely,
Guenther Schmidt
EAA 16890, 1527 NE 103rd St
Seattle, WA 98125-7636
Editor’s note: Roger is flight testing
his THIRD!!! Best of luck, Roger.
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Dear Sir/Madam,
Thank you for your letter dated
September 8th informing me of your
intentions to produce a POU RENEW
newsletter before year end. Followed
by a Pietenpol Newsletter received
this week.
I would be pleased to be included
on your mailing list should you gather enough support to proceed with
this venture and will mail the balance
on confirmation.
Like many Mignet followers my aviation interests remain in safe, affordable flight. HM 14 was right for the
1930s. With today’s technology it
should be possible to build a simple,
safer and better performing flying
machine that will catch the imagination of youth yet remain within their
fiscal capacity to build and fly. This is
my long term goal.
Thank you in anticipation of your
successful publication.
Yours sincerely,
Stanley Raddon
1042 Finch Drive
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada
N7S 6A7
Dear Don,
I saw the write-up in this month’s
Experimenter on Brodhead Piets.
Bravo for you guys!
Anyway, I am sending payment for
the POU RENEW subscription. I have
a few more articles in mind, just a
question of writing my thoughts
down.
Take care!
Regards,
Chris Frank
185-36 80th Road
Jamaica Estates, NY 11432

Pou Renew publisher:
I submit payment for my subscription
for the new “POU RENEW” issues proposed. I hope new enthusiasm develops
and it becomes more popular to see more
POUs in the air flying!
Thank you.
Tim Calvin
2705 W. Calla Rd.
Canfield, OH 44406
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About the POU RENEW…

Next assembly of
“Pou du Ciel”
Dunes, France
June 16, 17, & 18, 2001
This is the world’s largest Flying Flea fly-in with
plenty of airplanes and fine French food. Alain and
Pierre MIGNET (grandson and son) will be there
with Fleas direct from the factory giving demonstration rides. Mark your calender and make plans to
attend. More details to follow.

See related
photos and
letter from
Johannes
Locher-Zysset–
Switzerland
on page 4.
Keep sending
in those
stories and
photos.
We would also
appreciate
your
drawings,
specs., and
modification
ideas.

POU RENEW
c/o The Independent-Register
P.O. Box 255
Brodhead, WI 53520-0255
Address Correction Requested

The POU RENEW is the official newsletter featuring
Henri Mignet’s designs: Pou-du-Ciel, also known as the
“Flying Flea”, and other designs derived from it. The
newsletter is a source of information for all enthusiasts
who own or love the POU, and who are building, will
build, or have built a Flying Flea.
POU RENEW is published quarterly in January, April,
July, and October. Subscription rates are US $10, anywhere outside the US $15. Overseas subscriptions by
cash or international money order only. Back issues are
$2.50 each.
We encourage you to send letters, articles, comments,
needs, etc., to: POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register, PO Box 255, Brodhead, WI 53520-0255. E-mail us at:
pou@indreg.com.

Expired!

Many thanks to all of you who have sent in their
subscription in support of the POU RENEW! Your
mailing label shows when your subscription expires. If
you have the word expired on your label your subscription is DUE and you risk the chance of not receiving the
next issue of the newsletter. If you would like to receive
the POU RENEW Newsletter, please send your subscription dues to POU RENEW, c/o The Independent-Register,
P.O. Box 255, Brodhead, WI 53520-0255.
If you move, please promptly inform the POU RENEW. The
USPO informs the POU RENEW with a postage due notice
which is payable by POU RENEW. Informing us that you will
be moving helps keep the subscription rates down.
Disclaimer: The newsletter is published to provide a common means of communication among builders, owners and historians of Flea style aircraft. The newsletters are a compilation of ideas and data from various sources.Technical material in the
newsletter is for reference and education only and its use is not recommended by the
POU RENEW, nor the newsletter editor, or The Independent-Register publishing
company, nor by any member of the POU RENEW. POU RENEWdoes not sanction,
nor does it accept responsibility for, participation by any member, or other reader, at
any fly-ins, gatherings, or events that may be mentioned herein.
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